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BIR HAKEIM MUST BE TAKEN - ROMMEL

(From a French War Correspondent)

Western Desert, Wednesday.

This fantastic and bloody battle has reached a new climax of fury
with the avalanche of metal which Rommel, striking with the viciousness of*

an angry snake, has hurled against the French defences at Bir Hakeim,

The enemy is believed to-be regrouping great new forces preparatory
to another attack on an even larger scale, *

Prom statements made by prisoners it is known that stern,orders were

given to all ranks before yesterday*s assault - "The French at Bir Hakeim

must be wiped out to the last man,'' they were, told.

The French remain in good spirits* . Communications with Bir Hakeim

arc difficult. Nevertheless, the men are not unaware of the responsibility

which rests on their shoulders* One of them said,
’ "What the people of

St. Nazaire did, we can do," All are hoping to receive p message; from

General de Gaulle, (Note - a message was sent this morning).

General Koenig himself strides about tirelessly, joking and whistling

tunelessly* He has an amazing/for detail, and is always willing to help

a junior officer with the most trifling administrative problem.

Bir Hakeim itself - the Lost Inferno - is beginning to look pretty

horrid. Ugly, ragged bomb-craters stud the plateau - twisted, burnt-out

tanks dot the horizon - the air reeks with the stench of powder and petrol.

The lighter side manifests itself by the gratitude of the French

for the aid, given by British columns acting in the vicinity and particularly
for the all-out efforts of the R.A.F.

"When we get-out of this, I will kiss, the first R.A.F. officer I

see," said a Parisian, "whether he likes it or not. After that I will have

a hot bath,"

Rommel at Bir Hakeim is attacking more than a strong defensive

position held by skilled, determined soldiers; he is up against something

intangible which he cannot break.

These men are France, and France is in their eyes when they fight*
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